Abstract-Automated wireless spectrum monitoring across frequency, time and space will be essential for many future applications. Manual and fine-grained spectrum analysis is becoming impossible because of the large number of measurement locations and complexity of the spectrum use landscape. Detecting unexpected behaviors in the wireless spectrum from the collected data is a crucial part of this automated monitoring, and the control of detected anomalies is a key functionality to enable interaction between the automated system and the end user. In this paper we look into the wireless spectrum anomaly detection problem for crowdsourced sensors. We first analyze in detail the nature of these anomalies and design effective algorithms to bring the higher dimensional input data to a common feature space across sensors. Anomalies can then be detected as outliers in this feature space. In addition, we investigate the importance of user feedback in the anomaly detection process to improve the performance of unsupervised anomaly detection. Furthermore, schemes for generalizing user feedback across sensors are also developed to close the anomaly detection loop.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio spectrum is one of our most precious and widely used natural resources. With the advent of new wireless communication technologies, spectrum usage has become very complex resulting in airwave congestion and other interference issues [1, 2] . Diverse spectrum regulations across countries have also contributed to this chaotic spectrum usage when non-standardized wireless devices cross country borders. In addition, easily available illegal wireless jammers or low-cost Software Defined Radio (SDR) devices which are capable of generating custom wireless signals are making the problem worse. Unintentional and intentional jamming of localization services such as Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), which is used for a wide range of applications such as automated vehicle navigation, airplane landing procedures and maritime vessel tracking, is increasing with the availability of easy jamming devices [3] - [5] . Furthermore, illegal repeaters, which are used to boost mobile coverage, can adversely affect the cell planning of mobile operators resulting in poor coverage and dropouts [6] . On the other hand, densified small cells are becoming fundamental for the new high throughput and low latency networks [7] . Automated analysis and detection of anomalous behaviors in the spectrum is becoming crucial to promote the growth of new generation wireless systems.
The wide range of wireless spectrum anomalies makes it infeasible to collect and label all types of anomalies and formulate anomaly detection as a supervised learning problem. A majority of the algorithms in literature [8] - [13] formulate wireless spectrum anomaly detection as an unsupervised learning problem where the models try to learn the normal spectrum data distributions and detect the uncommon patterns as anomalous. These models make the basic assumption that non-frequent behaviour is anomalous which is not always true. For example, transmissions in ISM bands exist that are very sparse but are not anomalies. Similarly, pirate transmitters or transmission duty cycle limit violations in a unlicensed band are anomalous even when they are very frequent. In this paper we solve wireless spectrum anomaly detection by formulating it as a crowdsourced active learning problem. More specifically we provide solutions to the following questions addressing various challenges posed by them:
1) How to optimize anomaly detection based on user feedback from different users in a crowdsourced network? 2) How to improve the anomaly detection of a particular user by using expert feedback from other users which may not have fully overlapping interests? 3) How to generalize user feedback across different sensors? Some of the major challenges that need to be addressed to answer the aforementioned questions are given below.
A. Challenge 1: Finding an interpretable feature space
Contrary to other sensing contexts such as temperature and air pollution monitoring, the amount of data generated by wireless spectrum sensors is quite huge. In addition to the huge amount of data, most of the interesting techniques such as classification, prediction and anomaly detection suffer from the curse of dimensionality when addressed in the higher dimensional input data space. Furthermore, the data costs related to the transfer and storage of the spectrum sensing sensor data is huge. For instance, the crowdsourced spectrum sensing framework, Electrosense [14] , enables three pipelines with very low, medium and high data transfer costs namely: Feature, Power Spectral Density (PSD) and In-phase and quadrature phase (IQ) pipeline respectively. For fulfilling the long term spectrum monitoring dream, it is essential to extract critical features and employ the feature pipeline whenever possible. First, these features should also be compressed and interpretable for further analyzing the cause for the anomaly. Second, the compressed selected feature space should promote outlier detection. Finally, the selected feature space should be The framework consists of an unsupervised data feature module and anomaly feature module for optimized feature extraction from the data collected from multiple sensors S 1 to S N . These features are further used for active anomaly clustering and detection with user interaction.
the same across sensors for unifying the anomaly detection process for different users.
Our contribution: We introduce novel data driven feature extraction modules for both normal and anomalous wireless spectrum input data. The proposed training process helps to generate a common feature space across sensors without compromising the model's anomaly detection capabilities of individual sensors.
B. Challenge 2: Detecting meaningful anomalies
Anomalies can be outliers in the normal feature space or process variations. Anomalies can also be some frequent events hidden inside the feature space, such as transmitter duty cycle variations, which prevents us from putting a simple outlier threshold in the feature space. It is also challenging to separate anomalies in an unsupervised feature space across a large number of crowdsourced sensors. The developed framework should also detect a change in the process generating the input spectrum data and retrain the unsupervised model in case of large input distribution variations.
Our contribution: An unsupervised anomaly detection phase followed by a semi-supervised phase is introduced to detect anomalies from frequent as well as less frequent features. Additionally, the proposed framework incorporates provisions for automated model retraining and threshold adjustments of the unsupervised detection phase enabling improved anomaly detection across sensors.
C. Challenge 3: Anomaly knowledge sharing across sensors
Large variations of sensed wireless spectrum from sensors at different physical locations and regions makes anomaly knowledge sharing across sensors challenging. Knowledge about common anomaly types should be shared across all sensors and frequency bands for fast anomaly detection and generalization of the cause of anomalies in different locations.
Our contribution: We introduce an active anomaly clustering process, as shown in Figure 1 , to group similar anomalies across sensors from different frequency bands with varying signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)s. The specialized active clustering helps to learn relevant local level distances to separate even closely located clusters if they show different behaviour. We show that knowledge acquired through pairwise queries on a single sensor can be effectively used to group similar anomalies from other sensors.
D. Challenge 4: Incorporating user feedback
In a crowdsourced network anomalies vary based on user or application perspective. One user's signal might be another's anomaly. So it is important to curate and present anomalies to the users based on their preferences across multiple sensors. In addition, the user anomaly feedback can aid the global anomaly detection process by semi-supervised learning. Thus the main challenge is to device a scheme that can make use of expert labeling from minimal interaction with the users. The labeling process should neither be labour intensive for the users nor prone to much accuracy variations with some level of expected incorrect labeling.
Our contribution: An active anomaly detection after interactive clustering is proposed, which makes use of label propagation on the clusters, for anomaly detection. Anomaly detection over clusters helps the framework to learn anomalies from a few labeled instances (as anomalous or not) in each cluster and even easily store anomalies based on user preferences. Furthermore, the proposed anomaly detection model parameters can be adjusted to combat incorrect answering both in the active clustering and anomaly detection phases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Relevant anomaly detectors proposed in the literature and presented in Section II. Section III explains the anomaly detection framework along with the training and detection algorithms. The dataset used for analyzing the performance of the proposed framework is presented in Section IV. The performance results and the advantages of the proposed model are discussed in Section V. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The anomaly detectors proposed in literature can be mainly brought down to two major classes: unsupervised and semisupervised anomay detection. 
A. Unsupervised anomaly detection
Various general anomaly detectors are proposed in literature such as One class Support Vector Machine (OSVM), Isolation Forest (IFO) [15] and Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [16] which makes the basic assumption that outliers represent potential anomalies. These models normally perform poor with increasing input data dimensionality. An anomaly detector for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) is presented in [8] , where distributed power measurements via cooperative sensing are used for anomaly detection. The proposed detector is limited to authorized user anomaly detection only, for the specific case of DSA. Similarly [9] makes use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) on spectral amplitude probabilities that can detect interference on the channel of interest again in the DSA domain. Recently in [10] , the authors presented a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) anomaly detector based on predictive modeling of raw IQ data. The authors used a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model for predicting the next 4 IQ samples from the past 32 samples and an anomaly is detected based on the prediction error. Even though this model works on raw physical layer data which requires no expert feature extraction, it is still not sufficiently automated and generic for practical anomaly detection.
In [11] , the authors extend this prediction idea on spectrograms and test the model on some synthetic anomalies. A reconstruction based anomaly detector based on vanilla deep autoencoders is presented in [12] . In Spectrum Anomaly Detector with Interpretable FEatures (SAIFE) [13] we proposed an Adversarial Autoencoder (AAE) [17] based anomaly detector which fills the shortcomings of all the aforementioned methods and can be trained in a semi-supervised fashion for extracting interpretable features, localize anomalies in the spectrum along with data compression and signal classification abilities. An adapted version of SAIFE is used for the initial unsupervised anomaly detection part of the proposed framework in this paper.
B. Semi-supervised anomaly detection
A few semi-supervised anomaly detection algorithms exist in literature such as Lightweight on-line detector of anomalies (LODA) [18, 19] . In [18] , the authors make use of an unsupervised ensemble-based algorithm which is further enhanced with an active learning phase in [19] . A semi-supervised accuracy-at-the-top loss function is used to update weights of LODA based on user feedback. The base anomaly detection algorithm is not limited to LODA and the authors also show that the active anomaly detection phase can be incorporated with tree based algorithms too [20] . On the other hand in [21] , the authors formulate anomaly detection as an optimization problem and propose a generalization using both labeled and unlabeled instances. Recently, in [22] the authors proposed Semi-Supervised Detection of Outliers (SSDO), a semi-supervised anomaly scoring algorithm which relies on clustering and user labeling.
III. ANOMALY DETECTION FRAMEWORK
We address all the challenges mentioned in the introduction by developing an unsupervised anomaly detection module followed by active anomaly clustering and detection modules as shown in the framework Figure 1 . The framework consists of four major components: a data feature module, an anomaly feature module, an active clustering module and an active anomaly detector module which are explained in detail in the following subsections.
A. Module-1: Data feature generator and unsupervised anomaly detection
The data feature module extracts optimized compressed features from the sensed spectrogram data generated by each sensor. We adapt SAIFE [13] , an AAE based unsupervised anomaly detector, with a different training procedure to address Challenge 1 mentioned in the introduction. The layers used for the encoder and decoder of both data and anomaly feature modules are summarized in Table I . It has been already shown that SAIFE achieves very good anomaly detection accuracy when the anomaly is defined as a less frequent event.
In addition, SAIFE can be trained in a semi-supervised fashion to extract interpretable results such as the signal position and bandwidth. The model can also achieve anomaly localization in the frequency space.
For this specific crowdsourced problem and further to help addressing Challenge 3, the SAIFE encoder and decoder modules are adapted to address the data variability across the sensors. We make use of a global data feature encoder which helps to obtain a uniform feature space across sensors for further clustering. In addition, a global encoder also allows to share knowledge across sensors and generalize the feature space better, as a single sensor might not witness all wireless signals. Along with a common generalized data feature space, the model should also achieve good initial anomaly detection capabilities. To achieve this, we make use of a sensor specific decoder module which prevents the model from averaging out sensor specific anomalies. For example, if we consider FM radio stations at various locations their centre frequencies might be different. If the decoder is trained globally, the model will perceive that an FM transmission is present at all centre frequencies preventing it from detecting an anomalous pirate transmitter at a particular location.
An initial anomaly detection is performed after generating the data features using the standard anomaly detection score [13] based on the reconstruction loss (R l ), discriminator losses (D lcont and D lcat ) and classification error as summarized below: of the model specific to each sensor i using the data X i from corresponding sensors. 4: Freeze weights of the data feature module 5: Determine detection threshold n, for the n-sigma cutoff of SAIFE 6: Initial unsupervised anomaly detection with SAIFE 7: Train anomaly feature module on the error signal X i −X i from all sensors i 8: Freeze weights of the anomaly feature module A simple n-sigma threshold is employed on the reconstruction and discriminator loss based on the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values from the training data. An input data frame is classified as anomalous if A score is T rue. The data feature module filters out a large number of normal input spectrum regions enabling the anomaly feature module to learn much more anomaly specific features as shown in Figure 1 .
B. Module-2: Anomaly feature generator
This module captures the anomalous spectrum features that the data feature module is trained not to capture (as the data feature module extracts only frequent data features). The difference between the input and the reconstructed signal (X −X) of all the anomalies detected by the data feature module is fed to the anomaly feature extractor module. We make use of the difference signal as these would represent only anomalies without normal data. This module is global to all the sensors which creates a common anomaly feature space across sensors for future clustering. An AAE similar to the one used in the data feature module is also employed in this module. The whole training process of the data and anomaly feature modules are summarized in Algorithm 1. Both the data and anomaly feature use the same encoder and decoder layers as summarized in Table I . T anh activation is used for all convolutional layers and maxpooling and upsampling uses a factor of 2.
C. Module-3: Active clustering module
The extracted anomaly and data features are then fed to an interactive clustering module for further processing. The aim of the clustering module is to group similar anomalies and normal behaviour which are present in different frequency bands across different sensors with minimal user interaction. We make use of the data features along with anomaly features (F a , F d ), to enable users to cluster even anomalies from the normal feature space. Constraint-based Repeated Aggregation and Splitting (COBRAS) [23] , a query and time efficient interactive clustering algorithm is used for achieving clustering. COBRAS makes use of the concept of super-instances: sets of instances that are assumed to belong to the same cluster in the unknown target clustering. COBRAS starts with a superinstance that contains all instances and gradually refines the clustering based on pairwise queries asking whether the shown anomalies belong to the same cluster or not. In each iteration COBRAS performs two steps. First, it picks the largest superinstance from the cluster and splits it into new super-instances. A constraint based procedure is used for splitting the largest super-instance. The algorithm splits the largest super-instance into two new temporary super-instances based on 2-means and then queries the user, the relation between their medoids [24] . Medoids are similar in concept to means, but are restricted to the data points in the dataset or cluster whose average dissimilarity with all the cluster points are minimal. In our case, the error input images (X i −X i ) for the corresponding medoid features are shown to the user, asking whether they belong to the same cluster or not, as shown in Figure 2 . In this paper the term query when mentioned related to clustering refers to the process of asking the user whether a pair belongs to the same cluster or not. If they can be linked, COBRAS considers the super-instance as pure, otherwise the clustering process is repeated on other super-instances. In the second merging step the relation between newly created clusters are determined and clusters are merged if they belong to the same group based on constraints. If the relation between two clusters is not known, they are queried again for user response. Detailed algorithm steps can be found in the original paper.
D. Module-4: Active anomaly detector
The active anomaly detector is an integral module of the entire framework which solves the Challenge 3 and Challenge 4 mentioned in the introduction. This module helps to label the clusters generated by COBRAS as anomalous or not. As mentioned in the introduction less frequent events detected by SAIFE could be non anomalous. In addition, the active anomaly detection also helps to store user specific anomaly preferences when anomaly labeling is done by a single user, still giving the flexibility to share these anomaly label knowledge across users. For instance, in a crowdsourced network the clusters which are labeled as anomaly by a majority of users can be considered as a global anomaly. (c) Anomalies after label propagation: allows to refine anomaly labels for clusters. Fig. 3 : SSDO anomaly detection example: After achieving initial clustering using COBRAS, the algorithm performs unsupervised anomaly scoring and anomaly label propagation. In this example labels are provided saying clusters A and C are normal and Clus-B is anomalous (anomalies in red).
Algorithm 2 Active Anomaly detection
Input: (F a , F d ) Output: Anomalous spectrograms 1: Active clustering on (F a , F d ) using COBRAS 2: Active anomaly score generation using SSDO 3: Present final anomalies to users An anomaly score is generated on the clustered instances using SSDO [22] , which can work in a semi-supervised setting. SSDO performs semi-supervised anomaly detection in two major steps after the clustering step as shown in Figure 3 . First, it does an unsupervised anomaly scoring of instances based on three measures: (i) the point deviation of an instance from its cluster centre, (ii) the cluster deviation of a selected cluster from other clusters and (iii) the cluster size. In addition, SSDO supports score updating based on user anomaly labels with two controllable parameters α and k. α controls the impact of the user provided labels versus the labels from the clustering process and k determines the depth of label propagation for a single labeled instance. These parameters are very useful in controlling the speed of the entire process and helps in dealing with noisy labels from users. In this paper the term query when mentioned related to anomaly detection refers to the process of asking the user whether an instance is anomalous or not. The whole anomaly detection process is summarized in Algorithm 2. The reader is encouraged to read the original paper [22] for detailed equations of these measures.
Algorithm 3 Model retraining (Section IV-B)
1: R la = Reconstruction loss of the X i −X i from the anomaly feature module 2: if R la > threshold(2σ) then 3: Add input to the anomaly training set 4: while True do 5: Retrain anomaly feature module 6: Adjust data feature module detection threshold based on new labeled anomalies not detected by the data feature SAIFE and other anomaly clusters 7: Retrain data and anomaly feature module in case of low anomaly scores for majority of clusters 8: Sleep(threshold days)
E. Users and expert feedback
As shown in the framework Figure 1 , users also play an important role in the clustering and anomaly detection process. Electrosense, already leverages crowdsourced sensors for large scale spectrum monitoring. In the newly proposed framework, expert user feedback is utilized both in the clustering and anomaly detection phase. By expert feedback, we refer to feedback from the wireless domain experts: either who develop and train the model or reputed experts among users. As the clustering process helps to share knowledge across sensors, we propose to involve experts in the clustering process. We also analyze the effect of incorrect labeling or feedback in detail in Section V. The active anomaly detection after clustering could be made open to all users as even with labeling errors we can store them as user specific anomaly preferences and use it globally across sensors based on majority voting. We would like to eventually enhance the spectrum monitoring experience for users with more user engagement in the anomaly detection process, by making this framework a part of Electrosense.
IV. DATASETS
Spectrogram data from the PSD pipeline of four electrosense sensors over a period of 56 days (starting from 8 Nov, 2018) are collected for the analysis of the proposed framework. The data is collected through the Electrosense API 1 with a spectral resolution of 10 kHz and time resolution of 60 seconds. The selected sensors are located in Spain, Denmark, Switzerland and Slovenia and data from the same frequency bands are collected from all these sensors as given in Table II . These sensors are low-cost RTLSDRs configured at a sampling rate of 2.4 MS/s with omni-directional antennas which are deployed indoors. The sensors follow sequential scanning of the spectrum with an Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size set to 256 giving a frequency resolution close to 10 kHz. With a FFT size of 256 and sensor ADC bit-width of 8, we get an effective bitwidth of 12 resulting in a theoretical dynamic range of 74dB. Practical dynamic range depends on the ADC frontend stages and the noise level, which may vary between 60 to 65dB. Five FFT vectors are averaged for reducing the thermal noise of the receiver. Three synthetic signals (i) scont: single continuous signal with random bandwidth, (ii) randpulses: random pulsed transmissions on the given band and (iii) wpulse: pulsed wideband signals covering the entire frequency with SNR from -20 to +20 dB are used as anomalies. These synthetic anomalies are injected to the original collected data which help us to have ground truth clusters (three clusters) and labels of the anomalies for further analysis.
A. Feature extraction model training
The dataset mentioned in the previous section is split into two subsets, a training and a testing subset, with equal number of vectors. A seed is used to generate random mutually exclusive array indices, which are then used to split the data into two ascertaining the training and testing sets are entirely different. The train and test datasets for performance analysis on the Electrosense dataset are selected from different, nonadjacent, time periods (7 days for training and the other 49 days for testing) to make sure that there are no identical points in the training and test dataset. Spectrogram inputs each with a vector size 6x300 (time-frequency bins) are used as input to the model. The model is trained in an unsupervised fashion to reduce the mean squared error between the input and decoder output and a semi-supervised fashion to learn the the continuous features and class labels. The adversarial networks as well as the autoencoder are trained in three phases: the reconstruction, regularization and semi-supervised phase as mentioned in [17] . The Adam optimizer [25] , a first-order gradient based optimizer, with a learning rate of 0.001 is used for training in all the phases. In the semi-supervised phase the model is trained to learn the class, position and bandwidth of the input signal by training it on 20% of the labeled samples from the training set. The model is trained for 500 epochs which takes around one hour of training time on a x86 PC with Nvidia GeForce GTX 980 Ti graphics card.
B. Model retraining
The anomaly and data feature module should be incrementally trained in the following scenarios. An increase in the anomaly detector reconstruction loss (R la ) indicates that new unseen anomalies are getting fed to the anomaly feature module. This demands retraining of the anomaly feature module. Similarly, a large number of non-anomalous clusters after expert labeling process might either indicate there are large process variations in the sensor output or the selected low frequency events are not anomalous to the users. This demands retraining of the feature extractor modules along with the initial unsupervised threshold update. The framework can also enable users to label portions of the spectrum that are anomalous but not detected by the initial unsupervised detection phase, resulting in a possible threshold reduction for incorporating more normal behaviours to the anomaly space. Summary of the training phase can be found in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The framework is evaluated based on the unsupervised anomaly detection performance, clustering performance and finally based on the anomaly detection accuracy. We answer the following questions based on the analysis:
Q1: How good is the initial unsupervised anomaly detection performance compared to state-of-the-art (SoA) models with the new interpretable common feature space and training process (Challenge 1)?
Q2: Does the common feature space along with active clustering help to share knowledge of anomalies across sensors (Challenge 3)?
Q3: Can the model effectively detect meaningful anomalies even in the feature space with active learning (Challenge 2)? Can the model achieve this with a few labels and work reasonably well even with incorrect feedback (Challenge 4)?
A. Q1: Feature extraction module performance
The trained data feature module's performance is compared against various SoA algorithms such as OSVM, IFO [15] and LODA [18] . The average anomaly detection accuracy and false positive rates of these algorithms over 8 frequency bands, 3 anomalies and four sensors for a cutoff n = 2 are plotted in Figure 4 . It can be noticed that SAIFE performs better than all algorithms with good detection accuracy and low false positive rates. The false positive rate of other algorithms can be reduced by increasing the n value of the n-sigma cutoff threshold as shown in Figure 5 at the cost of detection accuracy. These results show that unsupervised threshold selection, even with full anomaly ground truth knowledge, is difficult highlighting the need for a further semi-supervised phase. To systematically compare different algorithms, the detection accuracy for a constant false alarm rate of 5% and 10% are plotted in Figure 6 . It can be noticed that SAIFE performs superior to all algorithms. Even with the new training process the performance of the model is consistent with the original model mentioned in [13] with anomalies like scont which simulates new random continuous transmissions in different bands and sensor locations. This shows that the propsoed training process is able to detect new pirate transmitters as discussed in Section III-B. In addition, SAIFE provides an interpretable feature space when compared to other algorithms.
B. Q2: Clustering performance
The average clustering performance of COBRAS for three anomalies (three ground truth clusters) on 8 different frequency bands and four sensors for different SNRs is plotted in Figure 7 . The clustering performance measure plotted is Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [26] which is a symmetric similarity measure between two clusterings, in this case between the produced anomaly clustering and ground truth. As mentioned in Section IV, we make use of samples with three added synthetic anomalies, providing three clusters as our ground truth. The results shown are averaged scores from 10 runs where COBRAS is allowed to query from data from all sensors. The clustering accuracy of high SNR anomalies (20 and 10 dB) reach above 80% with tens of queries while the low SNR anomalies require queries in hundreds to reach the same.
In order to test the generalization capability across different sensors the clustering performance is plotted again with only answering queries of anomalies from a single sensor. The results shown in Figure 8 confirms that a few more queries are required even at high SNR anomaly conditions to reach the 80% mark when compared to answering queries from all sensors as expected. This validates that the global anomaly feature space across sensors helps to generalize similar anomalies across sensors. After a few queries, the clustering performance saturates and it doesn't keep on improving as in the previous multi-sensor querying scenario. This indeed indicates the need to enable interactive querying from a few different sensors to improve the clustering performance. To further validate this, we include the average ARI across all SNRs by enabling querying from multiple sensors. The results plotted in Figure 9 shows that the clustering accuracy gets better with a fewer queries with more sensors and it keeps on increasing at a faster rate when compared to lower sensor counts. Further, the clustering performance is evaluated for understanding the effect of wrong query answers which might happen especially in a crowdsourced expert-feedback paradigm. The average ARI for various probabilities of incorrect answering (P i ) are shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen that the clustering performance is significantly affected by incorrect answeing. Above P i = 0.2 the clustering performance is largely affected. At very high incorrect answering rates it is better to switch to an unsupervised clustering algorithm or ad- just the α and k parameters of the anomaly detection algorithm (SSDO) to give low priority to the clustering process.
C. Q3: Anomaly detection performance
The clustered features are fed to the SSDO algorithm for further anomaly labeling as explained in Section III-D. As the signals fed to the detection phase are initially detected anomalies from the data feature module, we randomly select one of the three synthetic anomalies as non-anomalous and then continue the detection procedure to investigate if we can learn that it is not an anomaly. A random instance is chosen from each cluster and shown to the user for confirming as anomalous or not and the process is continued in a round robin-fashion for all clusters. From Figure 11 , showing the averaged anomaly detection accuracy across all sensors and SNRs, it is clear that with a few labels or queries itself (each query provides single anomaly label), the model can achieve a good detection accuracy above 90%. The speed of convergence is also affected by the values of α and k, mentioned in the Section III-D, as expected. The anomaly detection performance is also analyzed for various parameter values with a incorrect labeling probability of P i = 0.05 both in the clustering and anomaly detection phase. It can be seen that even with a low starting clustering accuracy of 40% at P i = 0.05 the anomaly detection process is able to reach close to 80% accuracy with 500 queries. With wrong labeling the convergence is slower which is also an expected behaviour.
More advanced strategies such as selective repeated-labeling [27] can be deployed for improving the detection accuracy under noisy conditions. 9 VI. CONCLUSION Detecting wireless spectrum anomalies is a challenging problem due to the complexity of wireless spectrum usage and the electromagnetic environment itself. In this paper we have proposed an active framework for wireless spectrum anomaly detection with distributed crowdsourced sensors. The model performs an unsupervised initial anomaly detection and outperforms SoA algorithms. This unsupervised anomaly detection is followed by a semi-supervised active anomaly detection phase where it provides above 95% detection accuracy on the selected anomalies. The active anomaly detection phase is also resilient to noisy labeling and it is shown that the model achieves good accuracy close to 80% with only hundreds of queries. The model also provides good anomaly clustering performance which will be used in future for informing users about relevant anomalies based on user preferences. her research on wireless communication, energyefficient networks, cross-layer design, coexistence and cognitive radio at UC Berkeley. In November 2008 she returned to imec to become a principal scientist in the green radio team. Since 2012, she is tenure track assistant professor at the electrical engineering department at KU Leuven. Her research centers around Networked Systems that require networks that are ever more dense, heterogeneous, battery powered and spectrum constrained. Prof. Pollin is BAEF and Marie Curie fellow, and IEEE senior member.
